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Details of Visit:

Author: garyx1967
Location 2: Royal Armouries Area
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 21 Jul 2011 2000
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: I K Services
Website: http://www.ikservices.co.uk
Phone: 07921658880

The Premises:

Nice well kept clean apartment. Secure access, with all the location advice provided appropriately.
Shower and bathroom facilities up to standard, bedroom with clean sheets and comfy too.

The Lady:

As per website and a bit more. IK services don't show the face on website. Gaby is cute as a button.
I am not a fan of tatoos, Gaby's however suit her. Age per website at 20 is also genuine.

The Story:

I have not been a great submitter of reviews in the past but am now picking up the habit.

As a visitor to outisde Leeds in the past, I had tended to favour outcalls, and had defaulted to well
known (Mc..) outcall agency with pleasant but in the end unfulfilling engagements. Finally took the
plunge to drive into Leeds and meet an IK services girl - why hadn't I done this much earlier?.

Gaby as noted above per website, cute as a button and a truly saucy little minx. A really nice girl
who doesn't hold back in making sure both parties enjoy the engagement.

A uninhibited welcome (inc kissing which is crucial for me) was followed by the requisite shower,
which Gaby joined and proceeded to bring to an eventful result with some delicious OWO and for
me a very forecful conclusion which was adeptly handled.

Retiring to the bedroom, some further intimate kissing and conversation was folllowed by reverse
oral. A very pleasurable experience with evidenced satisfaction, in particluar some noticeable post
orgasmic spasms.

Once recovered (myself rather than Gaby) then followed a very athletic, multi-positional and
boisterous session of sex led by Gaby. Gaby has the capacity to drain you fully and still keep you
going.

Gaby is a gem, I regret not having tried earlier but look forward to the next visit. Not sure I am yet
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upto Gaby's very tempting offer of her and Leah which in her words would 'blow my mind' - she had
already done so and then some.

Thoroughly recommended.
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